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 ALL-NEW 2023 DODGE HORNET
It was born to usher in a new era of muscle. It was built to disrupt the 
segment—to amplify the ingenuity and performance that makes a 
Dodge a Dodge. We’ve sharpened our stinger to deliver a muscle 
Compact Utility Vehicle (CUV) straight from the honeycombs of the 
industry’s most aggressive hive—this is the All-New Dodge Hornet.
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 2023 DODGE HORNET GT
Built with ingenuity and amped-up attitude, this is muscle in its newest form. Dodge Hornet GT arrives on the scene 
with a wide stance, aggressive hood lines and a mail-slot-style grille opening sculpted into the fascia. The side 
fender is adorned with fierce Hornet logo badging. 

Opting for the available, race-inspired Track Pack is a major flex. Package highlights include 20-inch Abyss-finish 
aluminum wheels, Adaptive Dual-Stage Valve Suspension, Red Brembo® brake calipers and more.

BRACE FOR THE STING

 

 GT SHOWN IN BLUE STEELE WITH BLACKTOP PACKAGE AND TRACK PACK



 

 HEATED VENTILATED FRONT SEATS 
The performance-focused interior boasts perforated Alcantara® Sport seats that bring a premium feel. 
Both the driver and front-passenger seats feature 12-way power including 4-way lumbar adjust, along 
with heat, ventilation and memory settings. Available.

 

 GT INTERIOR SHOWN WITH ALCANTARA SPORT SEATS WITH AVAILABLE TRACK PACK

GET IN YOUR COMFORT ZONE
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 FOREVER AN ICON 
Hornet gives sporty vibes with available 20-inch rims and Brembo® brake calipers. The finishing shot is delivered by a full-width all-LED racetrack taillamp, interrupted only by the first-ever 
illuminated Dodge Rhombus logo.
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 GT PLUS SHOWN IN BLU BAYOU WITH  
AVAILABLE TRACK PACK AND BLACKTOP PACKAGE

*A note about this catalogue: all disclosures can be found on the last page.

THE DODGE HORNET GT IS THE 
MOST POWERFUL GAS COMPACT UTILITY VEHICLE (CUV)1*



FLIP THE SCRIPT
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 GT PLUS SHOWN IN ACAPULCO GOLD WITH TRACK PACK



 

 GT PLUS SHOWN IN 8 BALL WITH TRACK PACK

LIKE A SHOT OF ADRENALINE

268 295
HORSEPOWER LB-FT OF TORQUE
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 THE MOST POWERFUL GAS COMPACT UTILITY  
VEHICLE (CUV)1

With 268 horsepower and 295 lb-ft of torque, the gas-powered 
2.0L Hurricane Turbo engine and 9-speed automatic 
transmission work in tandem to deliver 0–60 mph in 
6.5 seconds. This power makes Hornet GT the Most Powerful 
Gas CUV.1

 

 9-SPEED TRANSMISSION
The robust 9-speed transmission allows the engine to run 
in an optimal speed range, which yields a more responsive 
launch and better efficiency at highway speeds.

 

 ADAPTIVE DUAL-STAGE VALVE SUSPENSION
While behind the wheel, select between two distinctive 
response profiles. Sport Mode delivers a stiffer suspension 
that minimizes body roll and improves cornering control. 
Normal Mode delivers a smooth, soft, compliant feel for 
incredible ride quality and comfort. Available.

 

 TORQUE VECTORING
Dynamic torque vectoring distributes torque with electronic 
precision to each wheel, providing superior road grip and 
vehicle control. When used with Sport Mode, the system 
responds as an electronic limited-slip differential.
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BEST-IN-CLASS TOTAL STANDARD SCREEN SIZE2

 

 A TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED EXPERIENCE 
Hornet delivers a premium driving experience through a combined Best-in-Class total standard screen size that includes 22.5 inches of in-vehicle display screen space.2 Located in the instrument 
cluster, a Largest-in-Class Standard 12.3-inch digital cockpit instrument cluster3 allows you to toggle through the speedometer, fuel economy and trip mileage and view available full-screen 
navigation. Information is displayed in three separate zones and allows the driver to customize the crisp, clear graphics. 

A standard 10.25-inch Uconnect® 5 touchscreen lets you view images and information from advanced safety systems, such as the rearview camera’s dynamic grid lines, or operate features like 
the Dual-Zone Automatic Temperature Control, radio features and more.



THE EVOLUTION OF THE CONNECTED DRIVE

 

 GT PLUS SHOWN IN 8 BALL WITH TRACK PACK

START YOUR CAR FROM AFAR

Send destinations, lock the doors, check fuel status 
and more using the available Dodge Skill for Amazon 
Alexa4 or the available Dodge Action on Google on your 
voice assistant-enabled devices.

SIRIUSXM6

Tune in and travel well. SiriusXM connects you with  
the ultimate entertainment experience, including over 
160 channels of ad-free music, plus sports, news, talk 
and comedy. One-year trial included. Standard.

DODGE CONNECT

Enjoy a suite of safety and convenience features, 
including SOS Call,8 lock/unlock or start9 your car from 
virtually anywhere, and much more. Three-month  
trial11 included. Available.

PHONE/TEXT 

Pair up to eight phones, make calls, use voice commands 
to hear and respond to texts,10 select media stations and 
access navigation.5 Includes wireless Apple CarPlay7 
support with your connected iPhone and wireless 
Android Auto7 compatibility. Standard.

UCONNECT® 5 

Award-Winning Uconnect 5, with its large, full-colour, 10.25-inch touchscreen, 
integrates with your smartphone, thanks to wireless Apple CarPlay7 and Android Auto.TM7 
Opt for a Wi-Fi Hotspot,14 and up to eight devices can connect. The system delivers 
greater personalization features and operating speeds that are five times faster 
compared to the previous generation. Standard.
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TOMTOM® CONNECTED NAVIGATION5 SYSTEM

Connected search, traffic and travel services keep you 
moving toward your desired destinations. Available. 

ALEXA BUILT-IN4

Ask Alexa to stream music, navigate to points of interest, 
check the weather, view your calendar, build shopping 
and to-do lists, or answer general questions.4 Available.

MAPS OVER THE AIR (MOTA)

Get updates to your navigation5 system at the push of 
a button. Updates are sent via a wireless connection 
and installed automatically. Available.

SIRIUSXM® WITH 360L6

Enjoy a personalized experience with on-demand audio, 
content recommendations and more variety. Available.

Hey Google
works with



GET THE BEATS BUMPING

 

 HARMAN KARDON® PREMIUM AUDIO SYSTEM
Get in, crank the tunes and feel like you’re in your own VIP section. Standard on Hornet GT Plus, the Harman Kardon Premium Audio System delivers 
a solid 465 watts of total system output through a subwoofer and 14 well-positioned speakers.
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1 AUTO HIGH-BEAM HEADLAMPS
Intelligent Auto High-Beam Headlamps automatically switch 
on and off when appropriate. When travelling on a dark road 
with no traffic, high beams automatically turn on. If a vehicle 
with headlights on approaches up to 609.6 metres  
(2,000 feet) away or taillamps are detected up to 152.4 metres  
(500 feet) away, the system will dim to low beams to avoid 
hindering the vision of the other driver.

2  AUTOMATIC EMERGENCY BRAKING
Intelligent sensors help locate and track pedestrians and 
cyclists you may not see. If necessary, the system can 
automatically apply the brakes to help avoid hazardous 
situations. Standard.

3 LANE KEEP ASSIST12

The system provides a visual and haptic warning should 
the system detect the vehicle is straying from the lane, 
and if no driver correction is detected, then counter 
steering is automatically applied to maintain the vehicle 
in the lane. Standard.

4 360º SURROUND-VIEW CAMERA SYSTEM12

Activated when in Reverse, the system provides a 
bird’s-eye view of the vehicle and its surroundings, 
enhanced by dynamic grid lines to better navigate 
around nearby objects and narrow turns. Available.
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NO-COMPROMISE 
SECURITY

1 2

3 4



1 ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL WITH STOP AND GO  
(ACC STOP AND GO)12

When in use, the system maintains a driver-selected set 
distance from vehicles in the lane ahead. When slower traffic 
is detected, ACC STOP AND GO12 can automatically adjust its 
speed all the way down to 0 km/h. The system will also stop 
and start the vehicle during stop-and-go traffic. Standard.

2 TRAFFIC SIGN RECOGNITION12 AND INTELLIGENT  
SPEED ASSIST (ISA)12

By using the forward-facing cameras and navigation 
software, high-tech systems work together to identify the 
legal speed limit on most roads. The ISA helps enable 
drivers to maintain a set speed using a programmed 
system. Scanners observe the road ahead for traffic sign 
markers, then adjust vehicle speed and following distance 
accordingly. Available.

3 DROWSY-DRIVER DETECTION12 
By using visual and audible alerts, the system can notify 
and suggest to the driver to take a break when they have 
driven a prolonged period of time or if steering behaviour 
signals fatigue. Available.

4 BLIND-SPOT MONITORING (BSM)12 SYSTEM WITH 
REAR CROSS-PATH DETECTION12 
When a vehicle is detected in your blind spot, an 
indicator light in the sideview mirror illuminates. The 
Rear Cross-Path Detection12 feature also uses this 
radar to help detect possible obstructions behind your 
vehicle when you’re slowly backing out of a parking 
spot or driveway. Standard.
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ADVANCE SAFETY 
TECH

1 2

3 4



1 DRIVER-CENTRIC COCKPIT
The teched-out interior prioritizes the driver’s experiences. A 
digital cluster and central display screen that is tilted toward 
the driver make information easy to read. The buttons on the 
centre stack are easily in reach. Intuitively placed buttons on 
the flat-bottom leather steering wheel let you choose between 
Sport and standard driving modes.

2  GO CORDLESS
Forgot your charging cable? No worries, Hornet makes 
charging on the go easy. Simply place your smartphone on 
the pad located under the Uconnect® touchscreen for 
cord-free charging. Standard on GT Plus only.

3 PUSH-BUTTON START AND SPORT MODE
Inside and out, Hornet takes a performance-centric 
approach. A push-button start delivers a high-tech feel 
when starting the engine. The steering was fine-tuned 
with performance and control in mind and includes a 
Sport Mode button. When activated, drivers will 
experience sharper throttle, higher RPM upshifts, tighter 
steering, and full power and torque. 

4 REAR SEAT WITH SKI PASS-THROUGH
Keep the 60/40 split-folding rear seats up for maximum 
seating capacity. When room for longer gear like skis is 
needed, Hornet has the ingenuity to make this Compact 
Utility Vehicle (CUV) into a long-item hauler. Fold down 
a portion of the rear seat to enhance the overall 
cargo space.
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A FULL-SENSORY 
EXPERIENCE

1 2

3 4

Properly secure all cargo.



PERFORMANCE IS A YEAR-ROUND COMMITMENT
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 ALL-WHEEL DRIVE (AWD)
This Hornet doesn’t hibernate in the winter. Thanks to standard on-demand AWD, Hornet makes the most of every season and every road. Typically, the front wheels on Hornet receive all of 
the power, but the moment the system detects slippage, power to the front wheels is disengaged and 100 percent of the engine’s torque is directed to the rear wheels. The AWD system works 
with the vehicle’s Electronic Stability Control (ESC)13 System to deliver precise front-to-rear torque control while preserving unrelenting drive.

 

 GT PLUS SHOWN IN Q BALL



MUSCLE’S NEWEST FLEX

 

 GT PLUS SHOWN IN ACAPULCO GOLD WITH TRACK PACK
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WHEELS1 2

3
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1 17-inch  
Fine Silver Aluminum

Standard on GT and GT Plus

2
18-inch

Abyss-Finish Aluminum  
Available for all trims as a part  

of the Blacktop Package

3
20-inch

Abyss-Finish Aluminum  
Available for all trims as  
a part of the Track Pack



EXTERIOR COLOURS

6
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INTERIOR COLOURS

1

3

5

2

4
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7

1 2 3 4

8 Ball

Grey Cray

Blu Bayou

Blue Steele

Hot Tamale

Acapulco Gold

Q Ball

1
2
3
4
5

7

Cloth and Leatherette with Red Stitching
Standard on GT

All-Black Leather Trim
Standard on GT Plus

Red Leather Trim
Available on GT Plus

Black Perforated Alcantara® with Red Backing
Included with Track Pack

1

2

3

4



PICK YOUR PACKAGE
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BLACKTOP PACKAGE
• Gloss Black-painted side window mouldings 
• Black mirror caps
• 18-inch Abyss-finish aluminum wheels
• Black badges
Available on all trim levels.

TRACK PACK
• 20-inch Abyss-finish aluminum wheels
• Adaptive Dual-Stage Valve Suspension
• Alcantara® Sport seats
• Aluminum interior accents and pedals
• Red Brembo® brake calipers 
Available on all trim levels.

 

 GT PLUS SHOWN IN HOT TAMALE WITH BLACKTOP PACKAGE AND TRACK PACK

The Sport-inspired Track Pack affirms decades of Dodge racing heritage while the make-a-statement, available  
Blacktop Package boasts a stealthy appearance through blacked-out accents and monochromatic badging.



GT GT PLUS
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POWERTRAIN
• 2.0L Hurricane I-4 Turbo engine
• 9-speed automatic transmission
• All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
INTERIOR AMENITIES
• 10.25-inch Uconnect® 5 touchscreen radio
• 12.3-inch digital cockpit instrument cluster
• 60/40 split-folding rear seats with ski pass-through
• 3 rear headrests
• 6-speaker sound system
• Android AutoTM7 wireless compatibility
• Apple CarPlay7 wireless support
• Black ceiling and pillars
• Cloth and leatherette seats
• Console-mounted push-button start
• Manual 6-way driver and 6-way front-passenger seats
• Overhead console: dome lamp LED and switches
• Painted dashboard, door panels and tunnel bezels
• Rear-centre armrest 
• SiriusXM®6 with one-year trial subscription
• Standard mono-colour ambient lights
• Techno-leather steering wheel

EXTERIOR FEATURES
• 17-inch Fine Silver aluminum wheels
• Body-colour door handles
• Body-colour rear spoiler
• Capless fuel fill
• LED taillight
• Reflector full-LED automatic headlamps 
• Rubber daylight opening (DLO) mouldings
• Power, body-colour exterior mirrors
• Shark-fin antenna
CAPABILITY AND FUNCTIONALITY
• Dual front Type-A/-C USB plugs
• Dual-Zone Automatic Temperature Control
• Electric park brake with Auto Hold
• Keyless Enter ’n GoTM with passive entry
• Single rear Type-C USB plug
SAFETY & SECURITY
• Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop and Go12

• Auto High-Beam Headlamp Control
• Automatic Emergency Braking with Pedestrian 

Detection12

• Blind-Spot Monitoring (BSM)12 System with  
Rear Cross-Path Detection12

• Fix&Go tire inflator kit
• Forward Collision Warning12

• Lane Keep Assist12

• Rain-sensing windshield wipers
• Rear back-up camera with rear parking sensors12

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
•  Compact Spare Tire

POWERTRAIN
• 2.0L Hurricane I-4 Turbo engine
• 9-speed automatic transmission
• AWD
ENHANCEMENTS vs. GT
• Power 8-way front-passenger seat
• Power 8-way driver seat with memory
• Auto-dimming rearview mirror
• Full-leather seating surfaces
• Harman Kardon® Premium Audio System
• Heated and ventilated front seats
• Heated steering wheel
• Uconnect 5 NAV with Integrated TomTom® Connected 

Navigation5 System
• Power liftgate
• Power sunroof
• Remote Start System
• Universal garage door opener
• Wireless charging pad
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
• Compact Spare Tire

COLD WEATHER GROUP
• Heated front seats
• Heated steering wheel
• Remote Start System
BLACKTOP PACKAGE
• Gloss Black-painted side window mouldings
• Black mirror caps
• 18-inch Abyss-finish aluminum wheels
• Black badges

TECH PACKAGE
• 360º Surround-View Camera System12

• Active Driving Assist System12

• Drowsy-Driver Detection12

• Intelligent Speed Assist (ISA)12

• Leather-wrapped steering wheel
TRACK PACK
• 20-inch Abyss-finish aluminum wheels
• Adaptive Dual-Stage Valve Suspension
• Alcantara® Sport seats
• Aluminum interior accents and pedals
• Red Brembo® brake calipers

BLACKTOP PACKAGE
• Gloss Black-painted side window mouldings
• Black mirror caps
• 18-inch Abyss-finish aluminum wheels
• Black badges
TECH PACKAGE PLUS
• 360º Surround-View Camera System12

• Active Driving Assist System12

• Drowsy-Driver Detection12

• Intelligent Speed Assist (ISA)12

• Leather-wrapped steering wheel

TRACK PACK
• 20-inch Abyss-finish aluminum wheels
• Adaptive Dual-Stage Valve Suspension
• Alcantara Sport seats
• Aluminum interior accents and pedals
• Red Brembo brake calipers

PACKAGES/GROUPS PACKAGES/GROUPS



ABOUT THIS CATALOGUE: Since the time of publishing, some of the information you’ll find in this catalogue may have been updated. Ask your retailer for details. Some of the equipment shown or described throughout this catalogue is available at extra cost. Specifications, descriptions, illustrative materials and all 
competitive comparisons contained herein are as accurate as known at the time this publication was approved for printing. FCA Canada Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice and without incurring obligation. For the price of the model with the equipment you desire, or verification of 
specifications contained herein, see your Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge, Ram, FIAT and SRT retailer. ©2023 FCA Canada Inc. All Rights Reserved. Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram, SRT, Mopar, Mopar Vehicle Protection and Uconnect are registered trademarks, and Keyless Enter ’n Go is a trademark of FCA US LLC. Alcantara is 
a registered trademark of Alcantara S.p.A. Amazon, Alexa, Fire, Prime Video and all related marks are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Brembo is a registered trademark of Brembo SpA. Cummins is a registered trademark of Cummins, Inc. FIAT is a registered trademark of FCA Group Marketing S.p.A., 
used under licence by FCA US LLC. Facebook and logo are registered trademarks of Meta Platforms, Inc. Google, Android, YouTube and Android Auto are trademarks of Google LLC. All rights reserved. Harman Kardon is a registered trademark of Harman International Industries, Incorporated. Instagram is a registered 
trademark of Instagram, Inc. iPhone and Siri are registered trademarks and Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. Michelin is a registered trademark of Michelin North America, Inc. ©2023 SiriusXM Canada Inc., “SiriusXM,” SiriusXM Guardian, the SiriusXM logo, channel names and logos are trademarks of 
SiriusXM Radio Inc. and are used under licence. TomTom is a registered trademark of TomTom International B.V. The Twitter logo is a service mark of Twitter, Inc.

WARRANTIES: 2023 Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge and Ram vehicles are backed by a 5-Year or 100,000-Kilometre fully transferable Powertrain Limited Warranty* with $0 deductible plus 24-hour roadside assistance.† SRT vehicles are backed by a 3-Year or 60,000-Kilometre fully transferable Powertrain Limited Warranty* 
with $0 deductible plus 24-hour roadside assistance. Basic Warranty coverage is for 3 Years or 60,000 Kilometres.* Rust-through coverage on all body sheet metal is for 3 years. The Cummins Turbo Diesel engine is protected by a separate Limited Warranty, covering the engine for 5 Years or 160,000 Kilometres.* 
The EcoDiesel engine is backed by a 5-Year or 100,000-Kilometre fully transferable Powertrain Limited Warranty* with $0 deductible plus 24-hour roadside assistance.†

*Whichever comes first. Some conditions may apply. †The 5-Year/100,000-Kilometre Powertrain Limited Warranty does not apply to vehicles sold for certain commercial uses. See your retailer for full details.

MOPAR VEHICLE PROTECTION: FCA Canada Inc. has a vested interest in your satisfaction and owner experience with your new vehicle. Mopar Vehicle Protection offers extended service and maintenance plans to help ensure you’ll enjoy your vehicle for many years down the road—for just pennies a day. For more 
information on comprehensive vehicle coverage, see your local Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge and Ram retailer or call 800-465-2001.

DISCLAIMERS: 1) Based on IHS’s Compact UV segment and current available competitor information and horsepower. 2) Based on the latest competitive information, IHS’s Compact UV segment and a total screen size of 22.55 inches. 3) Based on IHS’s Compact UV segment and current available competitor 
information. The base standard content and 12.3-inch cluster size. 4) Vehicle must be properly equipped with a Uconnect 5 NAV system. Requires a Wi-Fi Hotspot data plan and linked Amazon account to run Alexa in the vehicle. 5) Never program while driving. GPS mapping and 3D navigation may not be detailed, 
available in all areas or reflect current road regulations. 6) If you decide to continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will continue and you will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates unless you cancel your services. Fees and taxes apply. Some services 
and features are subject to device capabilities and location availability. Please see the SiriusXM Customer Agreement at www.siriusxm.ca/terms for complete terms and how to cancel, which includes calling SiriusXM at 1-888-539-7474. All fees and programming are subject to change, provided that we will notify 
you in advance of any price change. We use personal information in accordance with our Privacy Policy, available at www.siriusxm.ca/privacy. 7) Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Only use mobile phones and other devices, even with voice controls, when it is safe to do so. Requires compatible 
iPhone. See retailer for phone compatibility. Data plan rates apply. To wirelessly use Android Auto on your car display, you need a compatible Android smartphone with an active data plan. You can check which smartphones are compatible at g.co/androidauto/requirements. 8) Vehicle must be enrolled with 
Dodge Connect, be in an active and usable cellular range, and have an active subscription. SOS Customer Care agent directs emergency assistance to your vehicle’s location. 9) Vehicle must be enrolled with Dodge Connect, be in an active and usable cellular range, have an active subscription, and be properly equipped 
with remote features. Remote Vehicle Start is not available on all vehicles. You are responsible for using remote features in accordance with any laws, rules or ordinances in effect in your vehicle’s location. 10) Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Only use mobile phones and other devices, 
even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so. 11) All vehicles properly equipped to receive connected services come with a three-month trial of the full suite of Dodge Connect services effective from the date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. Enrolment in the trial is required to receive service. Upon 
expiration of the trial period, purchase of a subscription is required to continue or renew services. Dodge Connect is available only on equipped vehicles purchased within the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico. Services can only be used where cellular coverage is available. 12) This is a driver convenience system, 
not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of their surroundings and be prepared to take corrective action to avoid collisions. 13) No system can repeal the laws of physics or overcome careless driving actions. Performance is limited by available traction, which snow, ice and other 
conditions can affect. When the warning lamp flashes, the driver needs to use less throttle and adapt speed and driving behaviour to prevailing road conditions. 14) Three-month/1GB trial included with the purchase or lease of a new vehicle. Upon expiration of the trial period, purchase of a subscription is required. 
Wi-Fi Hotspot available through third-party subscription. Requires Internet-enabled mobile device. See retailer for details. This feature is not intended for use by the driver while the vehicle is in motion. Always drive carefully.

8 0 0 - 3 6 1 - 3 7 0 0Dodge is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC.

LIKE US ON:
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